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“Building Your BMP – What’s Ahead?”
Overview

Jeanette Klamm
• Lawrence’s experiences
• Benefits/Successes and Challenges
• Words of advice
• Systems Thinking
• The audit process – from the agency’s perspective
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Why the NBP BMP?

Key Expectations

•Opportunity to set the standard
•Small/Medium agency representation
•Protection
P t ti
against
i t outside
t id issues
i
•Management had read or heard about EMS (primarily ISO 14001)
•NBP funding for training and technical assistance

•Save time
•Predictive outcomes
•Improved
I
d communication
i ti
•Build credibility for the biosolids program and wastewater
treatment process to protect our programs from negative attention
in other parts of the region and nation
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Where have we been . . . and where we’re going

Soft benefits (hard to measure)

•May 2000 – Committed to the NBP
•October 2005 – became 10th agency to be certified
•November 2005 – Pursue ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001
•March 2006 – Used a consultant to help combine NBP with ISO
•October 2006 – Combined 3rd party audit
•December 2006 – Received certifications for ISO
•June 2007 – NBP Biosolids Auditor Certification
•October 2007 – Expanded throughout the Utility Department
•October 2009 – ISO 9001 Certification
• Currently – developing our own standard within certifications

•Credibility, confidence, and trust by interested parties, including
Sierra Club, City Manager, etc.
•Safer
Safer work environment
•Better value added service to customer
•Overall citizen knowledge/awareness
•Increased teamwork from division work groups
•Predictive operational and maintenance outcomes
•Third party audit feedback on performance
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Successes
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Challenges

•530 acres purchased for new wastewater plant with no public objection
•New lift station and collection lines added including property purchase,
easements on 25 properties, 22 stream crossings, and 3 borings under
Interstate 70/Kansas Turnpike, with near flawless results.
•EPA
EPA A
Awards/National
d /N ti
l Recognition
R
iti
•SCADA controls expanded to lift stations
•13.5% decrease in biosolids transportation and land application fuel
usage due to increased solids
•Drinking water taste and odor complaints minimized with corrective
actions
•75% customer satisfaction in water and wastewater services provided
•Over 20% decrease in worker’s comp liability in the last 3 years.
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•Learning curve for everyone including consultants and account
reps.
•Gaining
Gaining a commitment from everyone
•Integrating the 4 standards into 1 system
•Documenting corrective action measures
•Implementation and expansion to another workgroup
•Inconsistency of terms
•Translating what this means to the public / lack of street value
•Internal conflict among other departments
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Words of advice for your system

So what is systems thinking…

•Make it simple
•There are always things to improve upon
•Not a project – but a new way of doing business
•Takes time for a “culture” change in an organization
•Make it work for you – it’s yours!
•It’s not command and control (like regulatory is)
•3rd party audit is not pass/fail
•It’s not ONLY about the certification, but the continual
improvement

• Management system = series of processes working together to
obtain desired results
•Several BMP elements can apply to a process
•Example: Compliance process includes
•Identification of legal and other requirements
•Operational controls used for compliance
•Monitoring/measuring for compliance
•Communication – Internal
•Training and awareness
•Corrective action for noncompliance
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Another example…

The Management System doesn’t involve only management.

• Each of these elements falls into a category or a function
•Improvement processes

•Audit isn’t between managers and auditor in a conference room.
•Audit will include staff personnel of all levels, so prepare all staff
form the Director or CEO to the belt press operator or
maintenance mechanic. The facility and practices will also be
examined thoroughly.
•Perfect understanding of all aspects of the BMP isn’t necessary.
Awareness of what it is and how it affects their jobs is.

•Internal
Internal audit
•Corrective and preventive actions
•Management review
•Objectives

•The information from these goes back into the other processes to
make improvements.
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Go into the audit with learning in mind.

Terminology/Jargon

•Auditor is there to help make your system better, so let him or her
do that.
•You
You may or may not agree with everything the auditor says, but
listening and considering will result in maximum value.

•Operators talk operations. Auditors talk systems. Same words but
different meanings.
•Management systems have their own language. Other standards
use different words for the same thing.
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Expect non-conformances

After the audit is over…

•Major non-conformances and Minor non-conformances =
opportunities for improvement
•Every audit from the first one forward will result in some of these,
so get used to them. They’re not going to go away.
•For future reference, if you get an auditor that doesn’t give you
any of these, get a different auditor. There is no value in an audit
that doesn’t challenge your system to improve.

•Make the management system work for you. If a particular area
doesn’t seem to be effective, change it until it is.
•AND take time to congratulate yourself. You’ve met the first
milestone of a very long process.
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And, if you decide to not got through the audit process…

Questions???

•Take advantage of what you have learned.
•Implementing any part of the tools that you have learned will
result in a better program.

J
Jeanette
tt Kl
Klamm
City of Lawrence
785-832-7861 – office phone
jklamm@lawrenceks.org
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